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6.1 Integer Exponents
Objectives: 1. Evaluate expressions containing zero and integer exponents.

2. Simplify expressions containing zero and integer exponents.

You have seen positive exponents. Recall that to simplify 32, use 3
as a factor 2 times: 32= 3»3 = 9.
But what does it mean for an exponent to be negative or O? You
can use a table and look for a pattern to figure it out.

Power 55 54 53 I 52

Value 31251 625 125 I 25

51 5° 5-1

5 I '/.̂
5-2

M
Base

x4

Integer Exponents

WORDS

Exponent
•s

Zero exponent—Any
nonzero number raised to
the zero power is 1.

NUMBERS

3».

(-16)°.

1 123°

- rs 1

ALGEBRA

Ifx^O, then x°= 1.

V.

Negative exponent—A
nonzero number raised to a
negative exponent i$ equal
to 1 divided by that number
raised to the opposite
(positive) exponent.

3-i.=.
1-<^^

If x ^ 0 and n is an integer,
1

then x-° xn-

Simplify this expression.
1. One cup is 2-4 gallons. 2. A sand fly may have a wingspan up to 5-3 m.

y4/ ' ^ ^^.
? ^5^

Simplify.

"^\-L,
'' ^

b. 7° c. (-5)-4

l-6)" (,li

d. -5
I

^5"

-4

-^6

e. 10-4

^ )U^
f. (-2)-^ 9. (-2)-s

ff T^ ^f ^

h. -2-5
f

-? ~'n
Evaluate the expression for the given value of the variables.

a. x-2 for x = 4 b. -2a°^ 4for a = 5 and b = -3

,'-^-. - ^-^^"'Li
^/ ^ -^u /

'Q-
-- ? /

3FJ '^\ I

c. p-3 for p = 4
-^

Ll - ^ u\

d. 8a 2fc° for a = -2 and b

^-2T^T ^^'t
^  ; u'"

= 6



What if you have an expression with a negative exponent in a
denominator, such as 77^ ? „ i 1•~n ' y-n = .-•!;-. nr-.1...... =x" ^-"=^,or^,=x-
An expression that contains negative or zero exponents is not
considered to be simplified. Expressions should be rewritten
with only positive exponents.
Simplify.

i. 7iv-

1oli

4 b.
k
5
.-2

-5H"
t

Ofc-2

c.

fc?

a°b
c3d6
^

d. 2r°m-3

^
M3

e.
3r~^

7

1
7<.5

f.9
4

s

'h6
^f-(o'h'

"-.



6.2 Rational Exponents
Objective: 1. Evaluate and simplify expressions containing rational exponents.

Recall that the radical symbol ^/ is used to indicate roots. The index
is the small number to the left of the radical symbol that tells which
root to take. ^or example ^~ represents a cubic root. Since 23 =
2*2*2 = 8, ^/8=2.

Another way to write nth roots is by using fractional exponents. For
example, for b >1, suppose V& = bk.

<=(^]2
ll

1

V6^
2fc

^=k
2=1

1

So for all b > l,^/b=b2.

WORDS

A number raised to the
power of -^ is equal to the
nth root of that number.

<

^UM8ERS

3'S'=V3
57= <y?
2T=^2

ALGEBRA

If 6 > 1 and n is an
integer, where n >. 2,

then bv = tfb.

^=Vb,^=Vb.
= ^fb, and so on.

Simplify each expression. 1

3433

43^
1

2- 32s+92 3- 814

$JSt^' ^
^ ^3-5

4. i2iz +2564

<35^,\[r2^ 4

r ^ ^ . 15

Definition nt b

WORDS

\.

A number raised to the

power of -^ is equal to the
nth root of the number

raised to the /nth power

NUMBERS

8?=(^8)'=2'=4

8T=y8?=^64=4

ALGEBRA

1'f 6 > 1 and m and n are
integers, where m >. 1

and n s 2. then

b9 = (i/b)" = •i/b^.

Simplify each expression.
-I

-31255
51.

814
5

b-^4 St

^13

\z

to5j-5t5

^

33.
164

5
4 ^

i

z

^

4. 3

15
^

I

/
T>

5'273
'-(

^1^7

3"
21



Given a cube with surface area S, the volume I/of the cube can be
found by using the formula y ff

6j

Find the volume of a cube with surface area 54 m2.

\^ / ^^ /^z^ -^
1^

 ^^

6. Wl3 -- 3.^1,

The approximate number of Calories C that an animal needs each
day is given by c=72m4 , where m is the animal's mass in
kilograms. Find the number of Calories that an 81 kg panda needs
each day.

C--1Z ^
1^^ -:. ^(•ajT n(^jiit 72^'? 7Z(2? ,/7^

When n is even, you must simplify ^xn to |x|, because you do not
know whether x is positive or negative. When n is odd, simplify^"
to x. When you are told that all variables represent nonnegative
numbers, you do not need to use absolute values in your answer.

When x is...

Positive

and n is...

Even

x" is...

Positive

and Vx" is...

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Even

Odd

Odd

Positive

Positive

Negative

Positive

Positive

Negative

Simplify. All variables represent nonnegative numbers.

l"4/a4&20
(^s

^ ^

4.(xyj2
sfx5

_y^_
^

^

2'(x6y^f^y2
^
^

•̂^

5. 1

a42?4,4, 4 3/^3'

0*'bb
^

6. ^10^5

^^
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6.3 Polynomials
Objectives: 1. Classify polynomials and write polynomials in standard form.

2. Evaluate po^nomial expressions.

A 10y?0H^A ( is a number, a variable, or a product of numbers and
variables with w h^le^ymbeL expo ne nts.

Monomials Not Monomials

-0.3x-2 4x-y -45 x -7xy 0.5x4

The O.&O^-^e- s1 r^or^'a' is the sum of the exponents of the
variables^ A constant has degree 0.
Find the degree of each monomial.
1. 4p4g3 2. 7ecf

^-e^'.-f- dear^o:!
3.3 3^

0
<J

4. 1.5k2m

^.z
a

5. 4x
.-.I.

6. 2c3
ckq'. S
' (7

A
mdnorrffals.

riom\o<.\ is a monomial or a sum or difference of

The <^-i^2<se^- ^ o- ^^^^\s the degree of the term with the
greates^degree.
Find the degree of each polynomial.

2.1w2z+12-4-5 3.5x-61. llx7 + 3x3
^ ^'
L'.^

0

4. x3y2 + x2y3 - x4 + 2
5 54o

3 ~ 2
'S or i-i

^4a: ci

,f(a

^ ig:
^-. <

5. 7a362 - 2a4 +46-15 6. 25x2 - 3x4
5- ^ ! 0 ^ ^

r.b ^: 5 ^:^



^0<^v
The 5WlA(K^ 1\^\^ that contains one variable
is written with the terms ih/order from greatest degree to least
degree. When written ,in standard^form, the coefficient of the first
term is called the \^f\ i ^ ri Cp€,f< nw.T

Write the polynomial in standard form. Then give the
leading coefficient.
1. 6x - 7x5 + 4x2 + 9

t^

^d: -7^t'^3+fcx+CT
^; -7
3. 16 - 4x2 + x5 + 9x3

X^^x-^+l^
J^L0.^

2. y2+ y6- 3y

^"^-
_̂)

^C.J-
4. 18y5 - 3y8 + 14y

-3^+-'<^^^
^•.-a)

Some polynomials have special names based on their degree and the
number of terms they have.

Terms

1

Name

^(MO^'iO'.^

2 61 t^uw i cvv
3 ^ finokxi^

4 or
more \f}

~^T

Degree Name

0

1

Con^^^iT
i'4i^UC

2 G^i/a^-.G
3

4
C(^io<L

5
&.<ur-C
Oy^^^

6 or more if^, 7-^,^^.
'^t.

Classify each polynomial according to its degree & number of
terms.

1.5n3+4n 2.4y6 - 5y3 + 2y-9 3.-2x

d^^ CiAb^ ^Ag.. ^y^.ai \^<^
\;n^^ " " ^o^o^\



4.x3+ x2 -x+ 2
Ci^b' c

K901^ vio^\°^
<J

5. -3y8 + 18y5 + 14y
^^d-Cd. -h"i /lOmi^^^

6. 6
6o^3-/'^i"^'
y^lo^iOWiO.

A tourist accidentally drops her lip balm off the Golden Gate Bridge. The
bridge is 220 feet from the water of the bay. The height of the lip balm is
given by the polynomial -16t2 + 220, where t is time in seconds. How far
above the water will the lip balm be after 3 seconds? —14,/^V ^Z 2-0

-/fc(q) ^T-b
-/^/^^^O '7^^-^

What if...? Another firework with a 5-second fuse is launched from the same
platform at a speed of 400 feet per second. Its height is given by -16t2
+400t + 6. How high will this firework be when it explodes?
-lCC^^/Oocs^^

-/^(^b)+2C^O ^<^
-W+zooo ^

1(^60 -h^

i.fcOG.^^
7

The polynomial 3.675^ + 0.096v/2 is used to estimate the stopping
distance in feet for a car whose speed is v miles per hour on flat dry
pavement. What is the stopping distance for a car traveling at 70
miles per hour? j «(pT5(^0)-t 0,OC/U~70t

^57.^5 t-0.07^^/90))
2.5-7.-2.6 ^'-nO.H -'72-7,6,5 fe-<t



6.4 Adding & Subtracting Polynomials
Objective: 1. Add or subtract polynomials.

Just as you can perform operations on numbers, you can
perform operations on polynomials. To add or subtract
polynomials, combine like terms.
Add or subtract.
1. 12p3+11p2+8p3 2. 5x2-6-3x+8 3. fr2+2s2 - 4f2-s2

^ 5xt-3x+l -^t

4. 10m2n + 4m2n- 8m2n 5. 2s2 + 3s2 + s 6. 9b3c2 + 5b3c2 - 13b3c2

)^^>n-fl^-Y\

•kvi ^

^-+-^- Wcz-!3^' i -2.

5 l
b'C

Add.
1. (4m2 + 5) + (m2 - m + 6)

5w^-^+-ii
2. (lOxy + x) + (-3xy + y}

7xi^+-^ ^.^

•4-ZL-
H 1-
-t^ -!5b x 7

3. C6x2- 4y) + (3x2+ 3y - Sx2 - 2y) 4. (ja2 .A.2].[ja2-4fc.5]
^-^-u-
^-3.

To subtracFpolynomials, remember that subtracting is the same as
adding the opposite. To find the opposite of a polynojmial, you must
write the opposite of each term in the polynomial: 0'S'"' .••^ "•"^4<.

-(-2x3 + 3x +-7)= -2x3 +3x-7

.:^.2o^



I

Subtract.
1. (x3 + 4y) -(- (-2x3)

-^+^^
2. (7m4 - 2/n2) + (5m4 ^ 5m2 +-8)

^^^ +3^ -^

3. (-10x2 - 3x+ 7) ^- (x2 + 9)

1^ -3x^'^
4. (9g2 - 3q) f ^r2 ^ 5)

¥-^ .5

5. (2x2 - 3x2 + 1) + (x2 +-y +-1)

-X'+l-^-^-l
.n. a

~"^^-?(

6. (2.5ab + 14b) -\ ^l.Sab -l-46)
u
^lo+-i0b

A farmer must add the areas of two plots of land to determine the
amount of seed to plant. The area of plot A can be represented by
3x2 +7x-5 and the area of plot B can be represented by 5x2 - 4x +
11. Write a polynomial that represents the total area of both plots of

land- (^%7x-5; +(5x'-^+n; - ^x^Sx^

The profits of two different manufacturing plants can be modeled as
shown, where x is the number of units produced at each plant. Use
the information above to write a polynomial that represents the total
profits from both plants.

{^^^rl^ -Ito) ^-(-oOZ^+2lx-^
.c5x^^x -^00

Eaytern:
-0.03»-' + 25< -1500

Southern:
••••0.02.^ -i .?1A; •-1700



6.5 Multiplying Polynomials
Objective: 1. Multiply polynomials.

To multiply monomials and polynomials, you will use some of the
properties of exponents that you learned earlier in this chapter.
.Multip!y;.. ^ „ .. „ .. ^4s2t^i(1. (6/3)(3/5) ^:'(3/7?n2) (9m2n) C?3^^t7
1^ 27 ^V '"-^^^

(st)(-12st2)

4. (3x3)(6x2)

^x5
5. (2r2Q(5f3)
10^

6^|x^(l2^y)(yY)
.ss_^

F X (^' 2-'

Multiply.
1.4( 3x2 +4x-8)
^\}{py. -31

2^6pq[2p-q}
I i^ affr (pp^

(3^x2y(Qxy+Bx2ys)
^ ^ i L^.l 7>i^^xy

4. 2(4x2 + x + 3)

^1-2^^

,/'

5. 3ab(,5a2 + b} 6. 5r2s2(r - 3s)

^ab+JcA-b1 ^<V-l5ct-^



<~

To multiply a binomial by a binomial, you can apply the
Distributive Property. ^^^=^^.^^ ^n^e.

= x[x + 2) + 3(x +2) Dfefr&ute aga/n.

= x{x) + .ic(2) + 3(x) + 3(2) Multiply.

=x2+ 2x+ 3x+ 6 Combine like terms.

=Jf2+5x+6
Another method for multiplying binomials is called the FOIL
method. 1. Multiply the First terms. (^+3Jj[x+ 2)—<• x'x= x

2. Multiply the Outer terms. (x + 3)(x +2) —. x-2 = 2x
3. Multiply the Inner terms. [x + 3)pc+ 2) — - 3-x= 3x
4. Multiply the Last terms. (x+3)(x+2)—-3-2=6

{x^~3)(x+^2} =x2+2x+3x+6=x2+5x+6

FOIL

2

(^ipl^-i/
^-3^^-^
-^+1^-^

.--(2^ (x - 4)2 ^. (8m2 - n)(m2 - 3n)
^ -</)(x -1) <S^ - si^\ -^ i-z^
x--^-^v^ <^^1-15^1^ ^^
Y -^x-^/^

L4. (a + 3)(a- 4)

a~-^^3^-t^-
Ok"-0^-^

5. (x - 3)2
(x-3)Ly-3)

X'-^-^-t-^
>< -&>x ^-^

6. (2a - Z?2)(a + 4/?2)

lct ^^-^-^
2(^ +7&.bt--t1bt<



To multiply polynomials with more than two terms, you can use the
Distributive Property several times.

^"~^—^.
(5x + 3)(2x2 + 10x- 6) == 5x(2x2 +10x-6)+ 3(2x2 +10x-6)

/<~":==::^~-~-.^ /<—3;:::^:~~--^
= 5x(2x2 + 10x- 6) + 3(2x2 + 10x - 6)

= 5x(2x2) + 5x(10x) + 5x(-6) + 3(2x2) + 3(10x) + 3(-6)

= 10x3 + 50x2 - 30x + 6x2 +30x-18

= 10x3+56x2- 18
You can also use a rectangle model to multiply polynomials with
more than two terms. This is similar to finding the area of a
rectangle with length (2x2 + lOx - 6) and width (5x + 3):

2x2 +1 Ox -8

5x

+3

10x3 50x2 -30x

6x2 30jr -18

10x3 + 6x2 + 50x2 + 30x - 30x - 18
10x3+56x2-18

Multiply.
l.(x^-5)(x2+4x-6)

-< .i-!>

x 3
>

•S[-5xa

>

+2-ix1^i^

-ZOx

-^
'(^Y

30
XJ-xz-2^-r30

3. (x+ 3)3

(xi-sf^yy^
^-^y+^Y^

-z

i..
y'^x^i

Xiy! fcxt •:?y
^|^ ii^ ,r/

x^yV27v ^"?

^(^25^&L^X-13)J^.4—s-~
-10^-1 ^^

3C?/

o^y \-^ '

-s\^

-^-lOy'^^V^"16
4. (3x + l)(x3 + 4x2 - 7)

\-'4

s

^
^- +4^_j_
^ WA1.

3.
y V 1-1

i

3-Sy'^^x -t^

^W^^^-2\y-~1



5. (x + 3)(x2 - 4x + 6)

Y; |-^y ^ \->"-^^
6. (3x+,2)(x2 - 2x+ 5)

y'; '-221. 5

^

0

Jxfi-0,^ 1/5^
z^\-^x ll^

3

X l^i-V 6y

\ 3X-^x'i+!!x^^
The width of a rectangular prism is 3 feet less than the height,
and the length of the prism is 4 feet more than the height.
a. Write a polynomial that represents the area of the base of the prism.

(hl'-3X^^
l^^t-1 -^

b. Find the area of the base when the height is 5 ft.
-L

5^5-11
26^5-11-

30 -12.

is ^
2-

The length of a rectangle is 4 meters shorter than its width.
a. Write a polynomial that represents the area of the rectangle. ^. •f L-^J

/X(/X'-^) - fA-t1y

b. Find the area of a rectangle when the width is 6 meters.

^^(rt
SG-2^ iZv^

A triangle has a base that is 4cm longer than its height.
a. Write a polynomial that represents the area of the triangle.

^^) i^^) ^^^
b. Find the area when the height is 8 cm.

M^ ^^
1;
J((^) ^
It^G -^^c^



6.6 Special Products of Binomials
Objective: 1. Find special products of polynomials.

A trinomial of the form a2 + 2ab + b2 is called a p^ec^- '
.U,')^ ri^'y.^ which is a trinomial that is the'result of

squaring a binomial.
Multiply-
1. (x +3)2 ^y+^3 2. (4s + 3ty 3. (5 + m2)2

X ]r(ffX\c[ ^%z^^+-%

^/sj L ^^/sX^) K ^)l

,z

^^4)^+^

4. (x + 6)2

\ + 1/2x ^G

5. (5a + b}2

^^O. +-?0(7Lfc>+^

6. (1 + c3)2

^Zc3+C^

A trinomial of the form a2 - ab + b2 is also a ^^c^_5<y-^^-^<
4vtW(.'^'A ^ ^because it is the result of squaring the binomial

(a - b).
Multiply.
1. (x - 6)2 2. (4m - 10)2
y~-\t^ +-3<^ /W-^)^ rW

-^\" -'^Y-^f. lr^^-

3. (2x - 5y)2
^ly-Zo^ -^^'4

/(^ -^^,-HO^ .,&o ^ x -/Uxy -;0>; (,( + 2.5 t( ^
J J

4. (x - 7)2
^•-^y^

^~--?v--?y +MC1

5. (3b - 2c)2

W^lbt^
6. (a2 - 4)2

^-^t-11'
c;!b -(^bL^^c ^Ll.^ ^-^|^..H^ ^C^



!\
• 0

f-

(s + £>)(a— jb) == a2 -j}1. A binomial of the form a2 - b2 is
called a\d^^^ ^ <:>a^^r2-
Multiply. ^
1. (x + 4)(x - 4) 2. (p2 + 8g)(p2 - 8c7) 3. (10 + Z?)(10 - b)

Xl'-^y-^!y -^

x -1^

•f'f .^ ^ -(,y ;oo ^ 1^0 -i0b - bb"
f'-wz /OO -b

^

4. (x + 8)(x - 8) 5. (3 + 2/2)(3 - 2y2) 6. (9 + r)(9 - r)
^.
X--^yHx-^

^-^^
^-(.^-^-^

cl-^

•Sl -cl<^r-^
^l-(l

Write a polynomial that represents the area of the yard
around the pool. i—x—5-

x-2
^+5^(^+6') -^Z-Yx-2')]

^

'+/0^+25)4^<%^]
^0^ ^^f

Write an expression that represents the area of the
swimming pool.

(5^>-><)^i^l
^-x'+x'-ci^''

x+5

5+x

S-x

x

^Mscial Products of Binonaials

Perfect-Square Trinomials

(a + h)' =(a+ b)(a +6) = a' + lab + b2
(a -6); = (a - b)(a- 6) =.>2- lab + b2

Difference of Two Squares

(a + 6)(a -b)=a2-b'
\,




